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Small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) analysis of biomolecules is increasingly

common with a constantly high demand for comprehensive and efficient sample

quality control prior to SAXS experiments. As monodisperse sample

suspensions are desirable for SAXS experiments, latest dynamic light scattering

(DLS) techniques are most suited to obtain non-invasive and rapid information

about the particle size distribution of molecules in solution. A multi-receiver

four-channel DLS system was designed and adapted at the BioSAXS endstation

of the EMBL beamline P12 at PETRA III (DESY, Hamburg, Germany). The

system allows the collection of DLS data within round-shaped sample capillaries

used at beamline P12. Data obtained provide information about the

hydrodynamic radius of biological particles in solution and dispersity of the

solution. DLS data can be collected directly prior to and during an X-ray

exposure. To match the short X-ray exposure times of around 1 s for 20

exposures at P12, the DLS data collection periods that have been used up to now

of 20 s or commonly more were substantially reduced, using a novel multi-

channel approach collecting DLS data sets in the SAXS sample capillary at four

different neighbouring sample volume positions in parallel. The setup allows

online scoring of sample solutions applied for SAXS experiments, supports

SAXS data evaluation and for example indicates local inhomogeneities in a

sample solution in a time-efficient manner. Biological macromolecules with

different molecular weights were applied to test the system and obtain

information about the performance. All measured hydrodynamic radii are in

good agreement with DLS results obtained by employing a standard cuvette

instrument. Moreover, applying the new multi-channel DLS setup, a reliable

radius determination of sample solutions in flow, at flow rates normally used for

size-exclusion chromatography–SAXS experiments, and at higher flow rates,

was verified as well. This study also shows and confirms that the newly designed

sample compartment with attached DLS instrumentation does not disturb

SAXS measurements.

1. Introduction

Dynamic light scattering (DLS), also called photon correlation

spectroscopy, is a powerful, highly adaptable and widely used

method to analyse the size distribution of various kinds of

particles in solution (Minton, 2016), mostly measuring in

cuvettes. Fields of application include size determination and

quantification of macromolecules, viscosity determination of

blood (Popov & Vitkin, 2016), optimizing solubility and

homogeneity of biological samples, analysing dimensions and
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symmetry of particles (Schubert et al., 2015; Maes et al., 2015;

Passow et al., 2015), determining the density of bacterial

cultures (Loske et al., 2014), verification of pharmaceutical

formulations (Fávero-Retto et al., 2013), support of three-

dimensional in vivo imaging (Lee et al., 2012), time-resolved

analysis of protein assembly or enzyme-catalysed reactions via

monitoring changes of the particle size distribution (Geor-

gieva et al., 2004; Yang et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2017). Monitoring

different stages of protein crystallization experiments applying

in situ DLS methods is also possible (Meyer et al., 2012, 2015;

Schubert et al., 2017). DLS is non-invasive and can be adapted

to perform measurements in situ in a variety of sample

containers, including capillaries to monitor for example

counter-diffusion crystallization experiments (Oberthuer et

al., 2012). In principle, the intensity fluctuations of coherent

laser light scattered by particles, which undergo Brownian

motion, are recorded over time at a specified scattering angle.

The fluctuations are correlated with themselves after short

time intervals and visualized as an intensity auto-correlation

function (ACF) (Chu, 1983). The ACF is evaluated by the

CONTIN algorithm (Provencher, 1982), which is based on a

Tikhonov regularization, allowing one to calculate the decay

time distribution of the particles in solution. Considering the

viscosity and temperature of the solution, the Stokes–Einstein

equation can be used to calculate the hydrodynamic

radius (RH).

DLS measurements were successfully applied to analyse

sample solutions in flow at different stages of protein folding

by Gast et al. (1997). A particular fibre optic DLS probe was

used by Leung et al. (2006) to characterize latex particles in

flow, pointing at a variety of potential industrial applications

to count and determine the size of particles for quality control

in flow. The application of DLS in a shear flow and in a

microfluidic channel was mathematically described by

Destremaut et al. (2009), taking the channel dimensions, shear

rates, velocity profile of a Poiseuille flow and interferences of

different Doppler shifts into account. The resulting theoretical

approximation of an ACF with some geometrical restraints

underlined that below a critical flow rate the ACF is domi-

nated by Brownian motion of the scattering molecules. In

summary, DLS techniques allow one to analyse the homo-

geneity of sample solutions in a very time-efficient way and are

highly sensitive towards detecting larger aggregates of biolo-

gical macromolecules. This qualifies DLS to be an excellent

method for sample quality verification prior to or during

small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) experiments.

SAXS is a well established method to analyse biological

macromolecules in solution at the EMBL PETRA III beam-

line P12 (DESY, Hamburg) (Blanchet et al., 2015). BioSAXS

techniques are applied to analyse tertiary and quaternary

structures or even time-resolved folding, degradation or

complex formation of (biological) macromolecules in solution,

utilizing X-ray scattering intensity patterns at small angles

(Franke et al., 2012; Graceffa et al., 2013; Sviridova et al., 2017).

Applying ab initio modelling techniques the shape of macro-

molecules can be calculated (Tuukkanen et al., 2016; Franke et

al., 2017). At the BioSAXS beamline P12, data collection can

be performed in batch or in flow mode. An automated data

processing pipeline, including ab initio model building (Franke

et al., 2012), allows rapid data evaluation, providing informa-

tion about shape, size and folding status of the samples.

However, a prerequisite for SAXS experiments usually is a

monodisperse and well defined sample solution. In order

to determine the dispersity of a solution prior to a SAXS

experiment and to verify SAXS data, DLS is a well accepted

method (Regini et al., 2010; Carvalho et al., 2014; Dahani et al.,

2015; Khan et al., 2017). A combined DLS–SAXS setup allows

a direct cross-verification and calculation of the ratio of

gyration radius (Rg) and RH, i.e. the shape factor of macro-

molecules, described by Burchard et al. (1996) and Frankema

et al. (2002). Moreover, any unfortunate effects of sample

handling, storage and X-ray exposure causing polydispersity

and aggregation of the sample solution can be monitored

by DLS.

At the SAXS beamline P12 sample solutions are often

flowing through a capillary to reduce radiation damage

(Jeffries et al., 2015). Sample solutions flowing through the

sample container in a SAXS experiment are also common at

other X-ray sources (Martin et al., 2016; Poulos et al., 2016). To

improve sample quality, many beamlines now offer a setup

which combines a SAXS sample chamber and a liquid-chro-

matography instrument, i.e. size-exclusion chromatography–

SAXS (SEC–SAXS) (David & Pérez, 2009; Graewert et al.,

2015), allowing in-flow SAXS measurements after final pre-

separation and purification of particles by (size-exclusion)

chromatography. Examples applying SEC–SAXS for

membrane proteins (Berthaud et al., 2012) and nucleic acid

complexes (Beckham et al., 2013) confirmed the performance

and potential of the method. To further upgrade and optimize

SAXS data collection at beamline P12, an advanced and so far

unique DLS instrumentation was designed, constructed and

tested, allowing one to measure DLS in cylindrical capillaries

prior to SAXS measurements in batch and flow mode. The

multi-channel setup allows the collection of data by four

individual autocorrelation units in parallel in order to reduce

the time consumption of the DLS experiment by a factor of

four, which accommodates the typically very short X-ray

exposure times at synchrotrons today. The non-invasive

synchronized DLS measurements support data analysis of

BioSAXS experiments. A set of different samples covering the

range of molecular weight typically analysed at P12 was used

to test the performance of in situ DLS in combination with

SAXS measurements.

2. Material and methods

2.1. SAXS and DLS sample environment

The EMBL BioSAXS beamline P12 is located at the

PETRA III storage ring (DESY, Hamburg) and provides a

beam focus of approximately 200 mm � 120 mm (full width at

half-maximum) and a flux of up to 1013 photons s�1 (Blanchet

et al., 2015). The energy is tuneable between 4 and 20 keV.

Particular care has been taken to reduce background scat-
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tering and to allow efficient sample supply. The sample

compartment (also called sample exposure unit, SEU)

contains a particular flow-through glass capillary with a

circular cross section and an inner diameter of 1.7 mm held by

a metal pod at both ends (Round et al., 2015). The sample

temperature can be regulated and controlled in a range of

approximately 7 to 45�C. The capillary can be connected

either to a robotic sample changer (Round et al., 2015) or to a

size-exclusion column system (Graewert et al., 2015). A CCD

camera allows monitoring of the sample capillary inside the

SEU. To allow in situ DLS measurements in the standard

sample environment the capillary holder, the design of the

surrounding cooling block and the chamber were modified to

provide appropriate holders for the optics as well as windowed

cylindrical SEU pathways with a diameter of 5 mm for the

primary DLS laser beam and for the photons scattered in the

direction of the four detectors. The SEU was manufactured by

Arinax (Moirans, France).

The DLS setup consists of four major components: (a) laser

source; (b) optical elements defining the optimized scattering

geometry; (c) detector and correlator system; and (d) elec-

tronic units including a PC. The arrangement of these

components is shown schematically in Fig. 1(a). Laser source,

detector and all electronic components are combined in a

mobile cabinet. Optical fibre cables connect the optics

attached to the sample chamber with laser and detector

electronics in the cabinet. A laser diode provides a wavelength

of 660 nm and 120 mW output power. An objective lens, a

Faraday isolator and a focus optic are combined to guide the

laser light into a single-mode fibre cable. A set of precise

adjustment screws ensures a stable and efficient coupling

(supplied by Schäfter + Kirchhoff GmbH, Germany). The

laser light at the fibre output is focused into the SAXS sample

capillary with a collimator of 50 mm focal length resulting in

a minimal beam diameter of 25 mm inside the capillary. An

adjustment mechanism similar to that of the laser source

is installed to further align and focus the laser beam in the

capillary. The light scattered by the sample in the capillary is

focused towards four receiver fibres with achromatic lenses. A

modified optical fibre connector with a specially designed

ferrule is in use to align the ends of these four fibres next to

each other in a single row. The scattered light emerging from

equidistant points along the laser beam passage within the

sample solution is thus collected by the four fibres. Single-

mode fibres with 4.6 mm core diameter were used, which

transfer the light to fibres with 50 mm core diameter linked

to the photomultiplier modules. Fig. 1(b) shows the beam

passage of the laser beam through a sample suspension inside

the SAXS capillary. A rotatable x/y translation stage allows

precise alignment of the four receiver focus points. Each fibre

cable is connected to an individual photomultiplier module

(Hamamatsu H10682, Hamamatsu, Japan). The corresponding

output signals are transferred to four correlator units (Xtal

Concepts, Germany), which subsequently transfer data to a

PC for further analysis (design of optics and DLS instru-

mentation by Xtal Concepts). The correlators are capable of

processing interval times between 400 ns and several seconds

to calculate ACFs. As a result, sample particle sizes ranging

from RH = 0.8 nm up to approximately 1 mm can be measured

and analysed. Also, the DLS data generated can be further

individually processed for statistical analysis and individual

display.

The SEU CCD camera can monitor the laser beam passage

through the capillary and the section of the capillary utilized

for light scattering, with one light scattering section over-

lapping the X-ray beam pass. For flow experiments a high-

pressure liquid chromatography pump (Viscotek, Malvern,

UK) together with flexible tubes is attached to the capillary

holder allowing linear or circular flow. A 0.22 mm cellulose

acetate filter eliminates remaining larger particles or impu-

rities. For chromatographic test experiments the HPLC pump

tubing was connected to a size-exclusion column, i.e. Superdex
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Figure 1
(a) Scheme of the four-channel in situ DLS instrument. The inset figure shows that the scattered light along the red laser beam is recorded close to its
focal point in four statistically independent neighbouring volume fractions and guided to four individual autocorrelation units. (b) Image showing the
DLS laser beam (red) in the SAXS capillary and green laser beams, coupled to the receiver fibre cables, indicating the path of scattered light towards the
detector optics. The intercept points indicated the positions of the analysed volume fractions, which are separated from each other by approximately
200 mm.



200 5/150GL or Superdex 200 10/300GL (GE Healthcare,

USA), which is directly connected to the SAXS capillary for

DLS measurements.

2.2. DLS data collection and processing

All experiments were carried out at room temperature.

Standardized globular latex microspheres (Thermo Scientific,

USA) were used first to verify the setup and comparative

reference measurements of sample solutions were made with

a cuvette DLS instrument (SpectroLight 300, Xtal Concepts,

Germany). The intensity fluctuations of the scattered laser

light, produced by the Brownian movement of the sample

particles, were processed by the autocorrelation units and

transformed to ACFs. The program CONTIN (Provencher,

1982) calculates decay time constants from the ACFs and

utilizes the Stokes–Einstein equation to directly calculate the

hydrodynamic radius distributions of the sample solutions. For

CONTIN analysis of the ACF, 80 logarithmically scaled grid

points in the range from 2 ms to 1 s were used. The calculated

polydispersity index (PDI) represents the mean broadness of

the peaks as directly identified via CONTIN analysis and is

used as a measure for size homogeneity of the sample. The

Python-based software package developed to operate the

multi-channel in situ DLS instrument is able to process all data

collected by four channels over a range of 650 mm of the inner

capillary’s diameter, which corresponds to approximately 40%

of the total capillary diameter, simultaneously (Fig. 1b).

The calculated size distribution information was weighted

by scattering intensity in all the described experiments. Also,

the software optionally allows weighting by molecular weight

of the particles. The size distribution is displayed as a histo-

gram plot, i.e. a plot accumulating the radius values detected

in a set of individual experiments, or a time-resolved radius

distribution plot. The software provides options for remote

operation to enable integration of the data operation tools and

measured data into the data acquisition system of the beam-

line. Based on RH the molecular mass of particles was

approximated as described by Cantor & Schimmel (1980),

assuming a globular shape.

2.3. SAXS data collection and processing

SAXS data were collected at an X-ray wavelength of

1.24 Å, a sample–detector distance of 3.1 m, in air and using a

PILATUS 2M pixel detector. Each of 20 consecutive scat-

tering patterns collected for each sample (or buffer) was

recorded with an X-ray exposure time of 45 ms. Individual

frames were plotted and averaged with subsequent subtrac-

tion of the buffer scattering using PRIMUSQT as part of

the ATSAS software suite (Franke et al., 2017), which also

contains DAMMIF in order to perform ab initio modelling.

Twenty buffer scattering frames before and after the respec-

tive sample exposure were averaged. The implemented soft-

ware tools AutoRg and AutoGnom were applied to calculate

the radius of gyration and the pair distance distribution

functions for determining the dimensions of the molecule

(maximum diameter, Dmax). To compare the solution scat-

tering of standard proteins to the scattering of known high-

resolution X-ray structures from the Protein Data Bank (PDB,

http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/home/home.do), CRYSOL (Svergun

et al., 1995) was used to calculate the respective fit function

and �2 value.

2.4. Samples

The experiments were performed with latex nanoparticles

and lauryl sulfobetain, with a set of different commercially

available proteins, bovine serum albumin (BSA), lysozyme,

apoferritin, thyroglobulin, conalbumin, RNase A, a granulo-

virus, in-house-expressed and purified inosine 50-monopho-

sphate dehydrogenase (IMPDH) from Trypanosoma brucei

(2.5 mg ml�1, " = 29840 M�1 cm�1), and the translationally

controlled tumour protein (TCTP) from Arabidopsis thaliana

(5 mg ml�1, " = 22920 M�1 cm�1). All protein samples were

centrifuged applying a table-top centrifuge (Eppendorf

5424 R) at 16000g for 30 min prior to DLS and SAXS

experiments. All sample, buffer solutions and conditions used

for DLS and SAXS experiments are summarized in Table 1.

PBS (phosphate-buffered saline) consists of 137 mM NaCl,

2.7 mM KCl, 10 mM Na2HPO4 and 1.8 mM KH2PO4 at pH 7.4.
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Table 1
Samples applied for DLS measurements ordered by molecular weight (MW).

Sample
MW (kDa)
(monomer) Organism/source Supplier Buffer/solvent

Latex microspheres Synthetic Thermo Water
Lauryl sulfobetain† Synthetic Fluka Water
Granulovirus Neudorff Water
Lysozyme 14 Hen egg Sigma PBS
RNase A 14 Bovine pancreas GE Healthcare 30 mM NaH2PO4, 300 mM NaCl, pH 7.0
TCTP‡ 19 A. thaliana In-house PBS
Apoferritin 19/21 Horse spleen Sigma 50 mM Tris, 3%(v/v) glycerol, pH 7.5
Papain 23 C. papaya Applichem PBS
IMPDH§ 58 T. brucei In-house 50 mM HEPES, 400 mM Imidazol, 1 mM DTT, pH 7.0
BSA} 66 Bovine serum Sigma PBS
Conalbumin 75 Chicken egg white GE Healthcare 30 mM NaH2PO4, 300 mM NaCl, pH 7.0
Thyroglobulin 330 Bovine thyroid GE Healthcare 30 mM NaH2PO4, 300 mM NaCl, pH 7.0

† Micelles of lauryl sulfobetain (N-dodecyl-N,N-dimethyl-3-ammonio-1-propanesulfonate). ‡ Arabidopsis thaliana translationally controlled tumour protein, a conserved multi-
fuctional protein in cell homeostasis (UniProt code: P31265). § Trypanosoma brucei inosine 50-monophosphate dehydrogenase, involved in de novo synthesis of the nucleobase
guanine (UniProt code: P50098). } Bovine serum albumin.



3. Results

3.1. DLS instrumentation

3.1.1. The DLS–SAXS measuring unit. The four-channel

in situ DLS instrument (Figs. 1a, 1b and 2a) was designed and

constructed to allow a rapid scoring of sample suspensions and

solutions during SAXS experiments, e.g. allowing the detec-

tion of even minor protein aggregation. The scattering

geometry was designed and tested with an offline setup. The

arrangement of flange-mounted laser and detector optics,

which are connected on opposite sides of the capillary, was

constructed in such a way as to minimize unwanted stray light,

laser beam attenuation, to optimize sensitivity and scattering

intensity as well as to still match all the restraints due to the

CCD camera position, capillary pod, X-ray beam passage and

sample tubing. The focal length on both sides was conse-

quently adjusted to 50 mm and the resulting optical scattering

angle to 69�. The laser beam passage through the capillary

is shown in Fig. 1(b). [The entire sample compartment with

attached optical DLS components is shown in Figs. 2(a), 2(b).]
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Figure 2
(a) DLS instrumentation attached to the SAXS SEU at beamline P12. The flange-mounted DLS laser and detection optics and fibres are located on
opposite sides of the SEU. (b) Close-up image of the incident laser beam passing the sample solution inside the SAXS SEU (top view). Scattered light in
the direction of the detectors is symbolized by four red dashed lines. (c) Software window and a representative four-channel DLS measurement of BSA.
The four data collection channels (ACF, count rate and histogram representation) are colour-coded in blue, red, green and yellow in the order from 1 to 4.
(d) Histogram presentation of the hydrodynamic radius distribution, weighted by scattering, obtained for 9 mg ml�1 BSA solution in PBS. The
hydrodynamic radius with the highest abundance in the averaged measurements is listed for each channel along with the PDI, derived from the mean
peak broadness resulting from CONTIN analysis. The molecular weight is estimated according to Cantor & Schimmel (1980), assuming a globular shape
of the particle. Moreover, the abundancy of a radius value peak in the set of measurements (N) and the relative size of the peak area (A) are specified.



The laser beam is focused to a

diameter of approximately 25 mm

inside the sample solution.

The intercept points of the red

DLS laser beam with each of the four

aligned receiver fibre optics (indi-

cated by green laser radiation) define

the position or volume of the sample

suspension that is scored, as visua-

lized in Fig. 1(b). The neighbouring

sample volume fractions are sepa-

rated by 200 mm from each other

covering in total approximately 40%

of the capillary diameter in the centre

of the capillary. Four fibre cables are

transmitting the scattered light to the

corresponding autocorrelation units

in parallel. The advanced correlator setup allows fast and

reliable DLS measurements suitable for time intervals typi-

cally used today for X-ray exposures at the P12 beamline and

other SAXS synchrotron beamlines located at third-genera-

tion synchrotrons.

3.1.2. In situ DLS experiments in batch. In order to test and

verify the in situ DLS instrument with four data collection

channels, DLS data were collected first applying solutions of

BSA (66 kDa) and lysozyme (14 kDa). BSA solutions are also

commonly used for the molecular weight calibration of

BioSAXS experiments. The DLS data were evaluated and an

exemplary result is shown in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d). BSA is known

to form a minor amount of dimer in an equilibrium with the

monomeric state in solution (Janatova et al., 1968; Levi &

González Flecha, 2002), which explains a slight polydispersity

(didispersity) of BSA. The hydrodynamic radius determina-

tions applying the four-channel in situ DLS system with 10 s

data collection time for a single DLS measurement are

summarized for a BSA solution in Table 2 and for a lysozyme

solution in Table 3. The data correspond well to the hydro-

dynamic radius of BSA determined by Axelsson & Heinegård

(1978) of 3.5 nm and to the hydrodynamic radius of 2.1 nm for

lysozyme as measured by Mikol et al. (1989).

According to the collected DLS data (Tables 2 and 3) the

standard deviation of DLS measurements of each individual

data collection channel in a single 10 s DLS measurement is

approximately�10%, which is still in the same regime as for a

SpectroLight 300 cuvette instrument and of course essentially

depends also on the total data collection time, sample

concentration, particle size and homogeneity of the sample

solution.

Next, the hydrodynamic radii of selected standard proteins

covering a broad molecular weight range were determined

applying the four-channel DLS system and are summarized in

Table 4. They were compared with the hydrodynamic radii of

the same samples obtained by a standard cuvette DLS

instrument. The RH values obtained from the four-channel in

situ DLS instrument are in good agreement (within �5–10%

deviation) with the values determined by DLS measurements

in a quartz cuvette.
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Table 3
Radius values in nm obtained for ten individual single measurements of 10 s each, taken from a four-channel DLS experiment with lysozyme solution
(16 mg ml�1) in PBS (AM: arithmetic mean of the respective measurements).

Measurement 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 AM (1–10)

Channel 1 2.56 1.96 1.95 1.95 2.16 2.18 1.87 2.14 2.20 2.36 2.13�9.9%
Channel 2 2.20 2.10 1.93 2.00 2.09 2.07 2.18 2.31 2.11 1.92 2.09�5.8%
Channel 3 2.24 2.21 2.05 2.05 2.09 2.09 2.04 2.11 2.13 2.20 2.12�3.4%
Channel 4 2.14 2.18 1.83 1.87 1.92 2.12 1.90 1.88 1.84 2.00 1.97�6.7%
AM (ch. 1–4) 2.29�8.2% 2.11�5.3% 1.94�4.6% 1.97�3.9% 2.07�4.9% 2.12�2.2% 2.00�7.1% 2.11�8.3% 2.07�7.6% 2.12�9.4% 2.08�3.6%

Table 2
Radius values in nm for individual single measurements of 10 s each taken from a four-channel DLS experiment with BSA solution (9 mg ml�1) in PBS
(AM: arithmetic mean of the respective measurements).

Measurement 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 AM (1–10)

Channel 1 3.95 3.76 4.00 3.94 3.46 3.93 3.31 3.48 3.44 3.58 3.69�7.0%
Channel 2 3.41 3.31 3.34 3.38 3.41 3.41 3.36 3.28 3.43 3.39 3.37�1.5%
Channel 3 3.76 3.61 3.80 3.58 3.44 3.62 3.39 3.54 3.43 3.47 3.56�3.9%
Channel 4 3.46 3.43 3.51 3.48 3.61 3.57 3.26 3.47 3.55 3.56 3.49�2.8%
AM (ch. 1–4) 3.65�7.0% 3.53�5.6% 3.66�8.0% 3.60�6.8% 3.48�2.6% 3.63�6.0% 3.33�1.7% 3.44�3.3% 3.46�1.7% 3.50�2.5% 3.53�3.0%

Table 4
Experimentally determined hydrodynamic radii obtained applying different light scattering setups.

Sample references as follows: lysozyme, Mikol et al. (1989); RNase A, Nöppert et al. (1996); BSA, Axelsson &
Heinegård (1978); apoferritin, Wong et al. (1998); thyroglobulin, Edelhoch & Lippoldt (1960).

Sample
Expected
mass (kDa)

Reported
radius RH

(nm)
Cuvette instrument
(RH, nm) (mass†)

In situ DLS,
batch
(RH, nm)

In situ DLS
in flow,
200 ml min�1

(RH, nm)

Microsphere 10.5 � 0.5 10.0 � 0.7 (0.7 MDa) 10.0 � 0.6 10.0 � 0.8
Lauryl sulfobetain 3.0 � 0.1 (38 kDa) 3.2 � 0.5 3.3 � 0.4
Lysozyme 14 2.1 2.1 � 0.1 (18 kDa) 2.1 � 0.2 2.0 � 0.2
RNase A 14 1.9 2.2 � 0.1 (21 kDa) 2.0 � 0.2 2.0 � 0.3
TCTP 38 (dimer) 2.9 � 0.3 (36 kDa) 3.3 � 0.1 2.8 � 0.3
BSA 66 3.5 3.8 � 0.1 (70 kDa) 3.5 � 0.4 3.6 � 0.5
Apoferritin 440 (24-mer) 7.1 7.9 � 0.3 (385 kDa) 7.8 � 0.3 n. d.
Thyroglobulin 660 (dimer) 8.6 8.9 � 0.1 (496 kDa) 8.9 � 0.4 n. d.
Granulovirus >10 MDa 158.4 � 23.0 (>10 MDa) 168.3 � 11.5 n. d.

† Theoretical approximation based on RH and assuming a globular particle shape according to Cantor & Schimmel
(1980).



After confirming the size determination of different parti-

cles in a monodisperse solution, in situ DLS was used to

analyse polydisperse solutions to verify that inhomogeneities

in SAXS sample solutions can be identified. Defined mixtures

of the compactly folded and nearly globular proteins lysozyme

(14 kDa) and BSA (66 kDa) in phosphate-buffered saline

were prepared in order to determine the particle size distri-

bution of these solutions containing different molar ratios of

both proteins by in situ DLS, as shown in Fig. 3. The results

demonstrate that in a sample solution of lysozyme small

quantities of a protein like BSA, which has an approximately

five times higher molecular weight and accordingly also a

higher particle volume, are detectable.

3.1.3. In situ DLS experiments in flow. A large and

increasing number of SAXS experiments are carried out in

flow mode, i.e. the sample is flowing through the capillary.

Therefore, in situ DLS experiments in nearly laminar flow

were performed, applying first a test setup prior to the

implementation of the DLS instrument at the SAXS beamline,

as shown in Fig. 4. Using different flow

rates, suspensions of latex nanoparticles,

BSA and lysozyme were used to analyse

whether velocity components of flowing

suspensions influence DLS measure-

ments and DLS data evaluation. A 2 ml

suspension of synthetic latex particles

(radius 10.5 � 0.5 nm) was injected

into the sample capillary with a constant

pump-driven velocity of 400 ml min�1

(Fig. 4a; pump velocity shown in red).

This flow rate corresponds to those

often applied for SEC–SAXS experi-

ments at beamline P12 and is typically

not exceeded within the process of

sample loading in other SAXS experi-

ments. The pump was switched off

after filling the capillary for 5 min.

DLS measurements were performed

continuously in parallel and the deter-

mined mean hydrodynamic radius of

the sample particles was calculated to

be 10.5 � 0.7 nm, confirming a reliable

radius determination and the possibility

of monitoring the filling of the capillary

in flow mode.

Moreover, BSA and lysozyme solu-

tions were also analysed at different

flow rates (Fig. 4b). Consistent and

comparable data were obtained for all

four DLS channels, confirming that

hydrodynamic radius determination

based on Brownian motion is mean-

ingful and can be performed at

moderate flow rates. However, at flow

rates above 2 ml min�1, which corre-

sponds to a particle movement of

approximately 15 mm s�1 in the centre
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Figure 3
Radius distribution of pure freshly prepared lysozyme and BSA solutions
as well as mixtures of lysozyme and BSA determined by in situ DLS.
Solutions with different molar ratios (lysozyme:BSA) of both proteins
were analysed by DLS for 10 s each and with up to 25-fold excess of
lysozyme over BSA. Further, a highly polydisperse sample solution of
aggregated BSA was measured after 1 month of storage at room
temperature and is shown for comparison. A comparison of the radius
distributions verifies the applicability of the in situ DLS instrument to
identify and score inhomogeneities and impurities in sample solutions.

Figure 4
DLS experiments analysing samples in flow. (a) A suspension of latex microspheres (RH = 10.5 �
0.5 nm, particle density 20.6 mg cm�3) was injected into a flexible tube attached to the capillary and
maintained at a constant pump-driven velocity of 400 ml min�1 (red graph) to investigate the
influence of the sample flow on the determined particle radius. After reaching the maximum
intensity of light scattered by the microspheres, the pump was stopped for approximately 5 min.
Finally, the pump was switched on again at the original flow rate of 400 ml min�1 (red graph) and the
sample was washed out of the capillary. A hydrodynamic radius of 10.5� 0.7 nm was determined for
the latex particles after averaging of the DLS data. The diameter of the blue spheres represents the
relative abundance of the detected particle radii weighted by scattering intensities in arbitrary units.
(b) BSA (9 mg ml�1; 66 kDa) and lysozyme (16 mg ml�1; 14 kDa) were analysed in a circular flow
tubing applying the four-channel in situ DLS instrument to systematically follow the radius
determination at varying flow rates.



of the capillary, a substantial decrease of the determined RH

was indicated. At these relatively high flow rates DLS

measurements and the following RH calculation are affected

by a significantly increased particle diffusion coefficient.

However, the experiments performed clearly demonstrate

that sample flow rates typically used in SAXS experiments do

not bias DLS measurements and the RH determination.

In the next step, we connected the lower end of a size-

exclusion chromatography column to the sample capillary.

This setup allows characterization of macromolecules by DLS

inside the capillary directly after they are eluted from the

column. A mixture of standard proteins was applied to the

column resin at a flow rate of 200 ml min�1 and again DLS was

performed continuously while the sample solution was flowing

through the capillary (Fig. 5). The molecular weights of the

proteins range from 14 to 330 kDa for the respective mono-

meric state. A minor amount of aggregated protein is detected

and resolved by DLS upon mixing of the proteins (Figs. 5b,

5c). The size and retention volume of the individual proteins

are reliably resolved by the recorded count rate and radius

plot as shown in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b). Moreover, the non-

standard protein TCTP was applied to the SEC–DLS setup to

further test the method, which revealed a predominantly

dimeric state of the protein according to the retention volume

and the DLS data (Fig. 6 and Table 4).

3.2. Analysing sample dispersity by combined DLS and SAXS

The sample environment was designed to verify the

dispersity of SAXS sample solutions immediately prior to the

X-ray exposure by DLS and consider the results in SAXS data

evaluation. Therefore, DLS and SAXS data of three standard

proteins, namely RNase A (14 kDa), BSA (66 kDa) and

apoferritin (440 kDa), were collected in parallel and evaluated

as shown in Fig. 7(a). In order to verify the quality of the data

recorded in the new sample environment, the obtained SAXS
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Figure 5
Combined approach of in situ DLS and SEC: a mixture of thyroglobulin (3 mg ml�1), conalbumin (7 mg ml�1) and RNase A (15 mg ml�1) after passing a
Superdex 200GL 5/150 column with a constant flow rate of 200 ml min�1. Proteins in solution were instantly separated and individually analysed inside
the capillary by in situ DLS. (a) The total scattering intensity (count rate; blue squares) of the solution is plotted against the retention time and volume of
the column. After 100 s of DLS data recording the protein sample solution was injected (‘I’). The observed void volume of the column corresponds to
approximately 1 ml of retention volume. The obtained peaks were assigned to the individual proteins of the mixture, according to their specific elution
properties and upon analysis by SDS–PAGE (d). (b) In parallel, the time course of the radius distribution (blue spheres) for the same experiment was
recorded by DLS. Hydrodynamic radii of 9.5 nm (550 kDa), 4.2 nm (85 kDa), 2.9 nm (35 kDa) and 2.0 nm (17 kDa) were determined for the peaks 1 to 4
in the respective chromatogram (a). Therefore, the first peak was assigned to dimeric thyroglobulin (MW: 660 kDa), followed by monomeric conalbumin
(MW: 75 kDa; peak 2) as well as dimeric (peak 3) and monomeric (peak 4) RNase A (MW of the monomer: 14 kDa). The diameter of the blue spheres
represents the relative abundance of the detected particle radii weighted by scattering intensities in arbitrary units. (c) A set of ACFs is displayed
comparatively. The average ACF of the putative thyroglobulin dimer peak [peak 1, (a)] determined by in situ DLS is shown in black. Further, the ACFs
of thyroglobulin (red), conalbumin (green) and RNase A (magenta) are shown as obtained from a cuvette instrument, as well as the ACF for the mixture,
determined by the same cuvette instrument (blue), for comparison and verification of the protein separation. (d) In order to confirm the protein content
of the SEC fractions (a), an aliquot of the identified count-rate peak fractions was subjected to SDS–PAGE analysis. The column input consisting of
thyroglobulin, conalbumin and RNase A (‘input’) is shown for comparison of the molecular weights. Thereby, the identification of the proteins from
peaks 1 to 4 based on the determined hydrodynamic radii (b) is confirmed by SDS–PAGE.



data sets were compared with the data deposited in the Small-

Angle Scattering Biological Data Bank (SASBDB; Valentini

et al., 2015), available via the entry codes SASDAR2,

SASDA32 and SASDA82, respectively. Additionally, the

experimental SAXS data were compared with the solution

scattering calculated from high-resolution structures as shown

in Fig. 7(a) and Table 5. DLS data displayed in Fig. 7(b) were

collected right before the X-ray exposure. On the one hand,

SAXS data correlates well with expected values based on the

respective SASBDB entries and are not affected by the DLS

measurement and the attached DLS

optics. On the other hand, DLS also

reliably determines the ACF and the

hydrodynamic radius distribution of the

applied sample solutions. All corre-

sponding size and shape parameters are

summarized in Table 5.

4. Discussion

Appropriate sample handling and

preparation, including filtration and

centrifugation of the samples, are

essential in order to remove undesired

aggregates prior to SAXS measure-

ments, to improve the precision of

SAXS data and consequently to

improve the accuracy of the derived

structural models (Jeffries et al., 2016).

Aggregates in a protein solution,

detectable by in situ DLS, commonly

reduce the precision of molecular

weight determination by SAXS and

falsify the distance distribution function

of the respective macromolecule. In this

context a novel four-channel in situ DLS
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Figure 6
Combined approach of in situ DLS and SEC. TCTP (19 kDa; 5 mg ml�1) in 100 ml buffer was
applied to a Superdex 200 10/300GL column and detected via DLS inside the sample capillary at a
flow rate of 400 ml min�1. A count-rate peak was observed (VE ’ 15.5 ml), that corresponds to a
dimeric state, which is characterized by a hydrodynamic radius of 2.8 � 0.3 nm. A highly similar
value was determined by a DLS cuvette instrument (Table 4). (a) The total scattering intensity
(count rate; blue squares) of the solution is plotted against the retention volume of the column. The
sample solution was injected at the time point labelled with ‘I’. The indicated peak of TCTP
corresponds to the expected molecular weight of around 38 kDa for a dimeric state. (b) The time
course of the hydrodynamic radius distribution for the highlighted peak from Fig. 7(a). The radius
of the blue spheres represents the relative abundance of the detected particle radii weighted by
scattering intensities in arbitrary units.

Figure 7
SAXS experiments combined with in situ DLS data collection to monitor particle size and to verify the SAXS data quality in the newly designed SEU.
Scattering data of three standard proteins covering a wide molecular weight range are displayed. (a) Scattering intensities of RNase A (10 mg ml�1),
BSA (8 mg ml�1) and apoferritin (5 mg ml�1) were compared with the respective entries in the BioSAXS database SASBDB. The accompanying fit
curve for each protein (black lines) calculated from the respective high-resolution structures is shown as well. The high similarity of the recorded SAXS
data compared with previously collected data deposited in the database verifies that SAXS and DLS data can be collected in parallel applying the newly
implemented SEU. The scattering intensity values of each protein are displaced vertically for clarity. (b) Averaged ACFs of the DLS data collected in
parallel for the samples shown in Fig. 5(a).



instrument was designed, constructed and adapted to the

experimental SEU of the BioSAXS beamline P12. The DLS

instrument is optimized to fit the SAXS sample environment

and uses a novel expandable multi-channel approach for rapid

data collection along the capillary cross section and allows

DLS measurements to be performed inside the SEU in

parallel with SAXS measurements. It thereby supports data

evaluation and validation of SAXS experiments. DLS data

recorded and information obtained by DLS will be imple-

mented in the pipeline of SAXS data processing at EMBL

beamline P12 (Franke et al., 2012). To the best of our

knowledge, this is the first time that X-ray solution scattering

data collection at a synchrotron source is combined with laser

light scattering. Recently, a DLS laser probe was attached to a

SAXS table-top X-ray in order to characterize gold and latex

nanoparticles. Nonetheless, this setup required much longer

exposure times in comparison and was only capable of

measuring at a very high scattering angle (Schwamberger et

al., 2015).

The described multi-channel DLS system allows the

detection of inhomogeneities in particle size, which may arise

for example from sample handling, heat or X-ray exposure.

According to the example shown in Fig. 3, the new DLS

instrument is able to monitor a shift of the radius distribution

upon mixing a solution of lysozyme with minor amounts of

BSA, which has approximately a two times higher RH value

and an exponentially increased intensity of scattered light.

Specifically, the intensity of Rayleigh scattering depends on

the sixth power of the particle diameter (Barnett, 1942),

whereby large particles with a relative abundancy below 1%

are detectable among smaller particles at a similar intensity

level by the DLS device, if the particle diameter differs by a

factor of two to three. DLS also provides a complementary

tool to follow the specific association and dissociation of

oligomers. Limitations in identifying polydispersity by DLS in

mixtures of differently sized particles were until now only

sparsely addressed, as for example by Karow et al. (2015).

Other methods that have been suggested more recently for

complementary characterization and scoring of BioSAXS

sample solutions are size-exclusion chromatography, mass

spectrometry, analytical ultracentrifugation or native gel

electrophoresis (Koch et al., 2013; Boivin et al., 2016).

However, all these methods require significantly more time

and effort compared with in situ DLS and some have a rather

limited particle size range. SEC–SAXS has been explored

recently in several studies (Berthaud et al., 2012; Beckham et

al., 2013; Pérez & Koutsioubas, 2015; Martino et al., 2016; Zhao

et al., 2016) and was established at PETRA III beamline P12

by Graewert et al. (2015). The method aims to instantaneously

separate different particles by size before the sample solution

is injected into the SAXS capillary. SEC–SAXS combinations

are increasingly applied to improve SAXS data quality,

particularly for biomolecules, which are in a rapid equilibrium

of different oligomeric states. An additional biophysical

characterization of the SEC–SAXS sample solution by static

light scattering was shown in the same study by Graewert et al.

(2015). However, this method requires splitting the sample

that is eluting from the SEC column into two fractions to

prevent undesired band broadening. Utilizing the described

DLS instrument, the measurement takes place ‘on the spot’ in

the same compartment, which reduces band broadening and

sample dilution to a minimum. Moreover, this sample char-

acterization by DLS also allows the detection of resin leaking

from the SEC column as a result of the limited lifetime of

chromatographic resin (Andersson, 2014).

We could demonstrate that DLS performed in a capillary

after liquid chromatography provides additional and more

accurate information about size, molecular weight and solu-

tion dispersity, as shown in Fig. 5. Specifically, in this setup the

resolution of the particle size distribution and polydispersity

by DLS is improved, the detected scattering of small particles

is not diminished by larger particles in the sample solution,

which allows a more precise size determination of the smaller

particles by DLS and the option to directly verify the mole-

cular weight via the retention volume. Moreover, the peak

sizes of the individual separated particle species usually allow

a rough estimation of the relative particle quantity.

Following this experiment, Fig. 6 shows that this SEC–DLS

approach is well applicable to determine the hydrodynamic

radius and the putative dimerization of AtTCTP, which has

been uncharacterized so far. Particularly for larger complexes,

the determination of the radius distribution by a combined

SEC–DLS approach is most valuable to score a sample solu-

tion, in some cases even beyond the separation limit of the

SEC column used. A minor amount of large protein aggre-

gates (RH ’ 20–60 nm), as evident from Figs. 5(b) and 5(c), is

frequently observed in mixtures of protein solutions and was

observed upon mixing of the applied proteins. Generally, such

aggregates may result from unspecific protein–protein inter-

action in a concentration-dependent manner, which is most

probable in this case. Further, aggregation can arise from

buffer composition, disulfide bonding as a result of oxidation,

radical formation or result from impurities that may have a

low solubility in the applied buffer or reduce the maximum

solubility of one of the proteins, as also summarized by Mahler

et al. (2009).

As the amount of photons focused into a sample volume

fraction of a sample is reduced by exposing the sample in flow,

measurements in flow mode are favoured, if sufficient sample

quantities are available. For most commonly used flow rates

we could verify that continuous DLS measurements produce

reliable data, as shown in Fig. 4. Further, the four-channel
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Table 5
Experimental results from combined DLS/SAXS experiments.

Sample (expected mass) RH (nm) Rg (nm)
Dmax

(nm)
�2

(PDB code)†

RNase A (14 kDa) 2.0 � 0.2 1.76 � 0.17 5.0 1.542 (1c0b)
BSA (66 kDa) 3.5 � 0.1 2.81 � 0.17 9.1 6.140 (3v03)
Apoferritin

(440 kDa; 24-mer)
7.8 � 0.3 6.50 � 1.65 14.3 6.708 (1ier)

Tb IMPDH
(232 kDa; tetramer)

8.2 � 0.2 5.21 � 0.70 19.4

† �2 value of the optimized fit curve calculated from the PDB entry in parentheses.



DLS system can be used to detect the concave meniscus of a

sample suspension (Fig. 4a) and thereby provides information

about which time point a sample suspension enters the SAXS

sample container, as well as to verify the appropriate cleaning

of the sample capillary in between exposures of different

sample suspensions or solutions. However, in order to design

advanced light-scattering-based instrumentation for beneficial

sample characterization in flow, the laser should be tightly

focused in the scattering volume fraction, because the laser

diameter, next to the bulk flow velocity profile, affects the

decay of the ACF of a diffusive process as found and practi-

cally verified by Taylor & Sorensen (1986). In other words, a

minimization of the time required for the particles to pass the

scattering volume will improve the accuracy of the particle

radius determination. In summary, the described novel multi-

receiver DLS setup allows most time-efficient sample scoring

and supports SAXS data validation and interpretation at the

PETRA III BioSAXS beamline P12.
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